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A General Introduction

This special issue originates from an international lecture series held at Jinan 
University in Guangzhou, PRC. The lecture series was well received by Chinese 
and international students. Their enthusiasm inspired the organizer and pre-
senters to discuss further ideas to continue our collaboration. Through our dis-
cussion, the idea to organize the presentations into a special issue for a journal 
emerged. Given the contributors’ focus on Africa-China relations (historical 
and contemporary), we chose to publish in African and Asian Studies for the 
journal’s reputation in providing a platform for discussing the two continents 
(i.e., Africa and Asia) on equal terms. This special issue aims to bring about 
new insights and perspectives through cross-fertilization between area studies 
(broadly defined) in Africa and Asia.

While the above-mentioned lecture series focused on China and the Belt 
and Road Initiative (BRI), elaborating ways in which the latter builds on ex-
isting historical and cultural frameworks (constituted by and constitutive of 
trade routes, political missions, individual travels, and people’s memories and 
oral stories), this special issue does something similar but attends to China’s 
relations with the Global South, namely African countries. Much has been 
written on Africa-China (or China-Africa and Sino-Africa) since the early 
2000s, on the movements of capital (Adisu, Sharkey, and Okoroafo 2010; Alden 
2006; Ayodele and Sotola 2014; Cheung et al. 2012; Lumumba-Kasongo 2007 
and 2011), raw and manufactured goods (Akyeampong and Fofack 2019; Oke, 
Oshinfowokan, and Okonoda 2019; Regissahui 2019), and peoples (Debrah and 
Asante 2019, Gukurume 2019, Haugen 2019, Obeng 2019). The robust body of 
work has often undervalued transcultural expressions and imaginaries as well 
as affinities between the Chinese and African peoples over extended historical 
periods.

Indeed, China has been a center of cultural production and distribution 
since antiquity, known as it has been in many parts of the world particularly 
for its porcelain, silk, and tea industries. In more recent time, China has again 
become a major economic power that manufactures growing quantities of af-
fordable commodities for export. While this trend has attracted scholarly atten-
tion on a more general level (Kusimba, Zhu, and Kiura 2020; Eom, Brautigam, 
and Benabdallah 2018; Tang 2019), there has so far been little appreciation of 
the variety of this exchange and of its deeper sociocultural effects, especially in 
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countries of the Global South. The BRI, launched by the Chinese government 
in 2013, has further turned the spotlight on China and these countries, but their 
connections to one another have long already been forged and sustained in im-
material and material ways.

This special issue is concerned with the immaterial – mainly culture as 
manifested in artistic transactions, intercontinental travels, everyday people’s 
interactions, transcultural symbols, reception and appropriation of disparate 
practices, and novel understandings of solidarity – and its part in creating, 
framing, and exhibiting what could be called an identity of the Global South. 
This is not to disregard the interconnectedness formed through political and 
economic engagements but to pay attention also to the mobility and circula-
tion of artifacts (inclusive of commodities and visual and literary arts), ideas, 
and people (Appadurai 1996).

Global South has become a catch-all concept used to refer to and, even, de-
fine the economically poorer parts of the world. To use Walter Mignolo’s (2011) 
phrase, it is “a fashionable expression” (165). Though debates regarding its 
meaning, utilization, applicability, and analytical value continue in academic 
circles (Clarke 2018), it remains largely under-theorized. The late Arif Dirlik 
(2007), intellectual historian of modern China and critic of global capitalism, 
traced its origin (intellectual, ideological, and political orientation) to the term 
“Third World” (or Tiers Monde), coined in 1952 by Alfred Sauvy and popularly 
used by the radical Left in the 1960s and 1970s.

Since the 1990s, global South (with small “g”) has been an “idea [that] points 
to one form of alternative global alliance” (12). The term is contingent on so-
cieties of the South (regarded as the periphery, occupied by marginalized and 
dispossessed groups) inventing themselves through their own initiatives to 
pursue development, taking command of their own future, and in doing so, 
also inventing economic alternatives to neoliberalism (15-16). There is a sense 
of returning to earlier economic and political alignments and alliances (af-
finities) asserting sovereignty, but development must now be sought in the pa-
rameters of an extended global capitalist economy. Within the contemporary 
context, the ideological and political spaces as well as projects of the South 
indeed differ from the colonial and immediate post-colonial periods.

Similarly, Mignolo (2011) refers to the Global South not as a particular geog-
raphy but a metaphor for regions of the world, underdeveloped or negatively 
impacted by the globalization of capitalism (165). By this, he further points out, 
the South could be in the North and North in the South. Importantly, Global 
South is “the place where another way of life is burgeoning” (166) as “global 
futures are being forged by delinking from the colonial matrix of power” (184). 
In Mignolo’s and Dirlik’s theorizations, autonomy to transform the hegemonic 
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liberal economic principle is key to the challenges and possibilities facing the 
Global South.

The special issue builds on such notions of self-determination to examine 
and theorize the Global South beyond being a historical cultural space where-
by aesthetics and everyday life are inseparable from the production of colo-
nial geographies, but as a space of transcultural assemblage (expression and 
imagination) rendered by increased interactivity among societies of the South. 
Artifacts, ideas, and people not only circulated between the colonial metropo-
les and colonies and continue between North and South in the postcolonial 
era, but also back to and between Southern societies (regions). From differ-
ent beginning points and methods, each contributor of the special issue asks 
readers to consider whether the latter movements (i.e., South-to-South) reify 
a Global South culture that presents cultural alternatives to the hegemonic 
liberal geoculture of the capitalist world system, which would commoditize – 
and, thus, privatize – all aspects of human society (Kazanjian 2016); and, if so, 
in what ways?

That the modern capitalist world system is in terminal crisis since the 
1960s is the premise of Abye Assefa’s article. Building on the works of world-
systems scholars, such as Giovanni Arrighi, Takeshi Hamashita, and Immanual 
Wallerstein, Assefa asserts that this crisis is unlike earlier crises of accumu-
lation experienced in that there is no recovery from the world’s downward 
spiral engendered by efforts to control three major costs of the key factors of 
(re)production worldwide (i.e., labor, inputs, and taxes). These efforts have 
given rise to social movements all over, focused on employment and wages, 
environment, and social equality.

Liberalism’s promise of economic growth and social progress is essentially 
falling apart. In a rising sense of pessimism, Assefa further asks if the geocul-
ture of liberalism could in fact adapt to the future; if not, what would replace 
it? On the one hand, he does not see the “Global South” or, on the other hand, 
“the rise of China” standing as clear and compelling alternative, reason primar-
ily being that the political ascendancy of the Global South and the economic 
rise of China (understood from the same capitalist rationale) have been epis-
temically constructed as discrete phenomena, effectively exteriorizing their 
relations from one another and entrusting both to the West. Assefa urges us 
to challenge conventional theories to consider different possibilities for the 
future, such as foregrounding a longer historical conception of other systems 
while concurrently interrogating the interstitial processes of the modern capi-
talist world-system to locate the nexus of the Global South and China, which 
contain different cultural, political, and economic realities not premised on 
the endless accumulation of profit. The other side of the terminal crisis of the 
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modern capitalist world system that Assefa alludes to is the crisis of Western 
hegemony worldwide.

T Tu Huynh’s article subsequently asks whether it is possible for the peo-
ple of the South, namely Africans and Chinese, to imagine each other with-
out the West as its geocultural dominance diminishes; and if so, how is this 
being made possible? In Huynh’s analysis, multilateral platforms, such as the 
Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), directly created by the African 
and Chinese governments to recognize the African continent’s and China’s his-
torical relationship and to facilitate smooth operation of economic-centered 
projects and enhance market understanding offer one important source for 
investigating ways in which Africa and China are mutually imagining one an-
other, or not. Her article draws attention to the inclusion of people-to-people 
and cultural exchanges to FOCAC.

Although ranking third among policy priorities (behind economic and po-
litical), a significant number of government-sponsored and curated activities 
(e.g., large-scale art exhibitions, dance and music performances, television 
programs, and artist exchanges) have taken place in China and in African 
countries besides the establishment of Confucius Institutes for language and 
cultural learning in Africa. While important, these events, aimed at educating 
audiences about different cultures, mainly present a singular discrete culture 
that is either Chinese or African. This situation mirrors earlier cultural circu-
lations that were deemed undesirable – for example, the encounter between 
people in a colonial situation that Mary Louise Pratt (1992) calls “the contact 
zone” where “disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often 
in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination” (7). That is 
to say, the government-sponsored events do not acknowledge the fact of cul-
tural coproduction whereby new – or, specifically, Global South – cultures are 
being collectively created by people from grounded communities directly in-
teracting and interrelating with one another.

Accordingly, Huynh provides three examples to elaborate what she re-
fers to as people’s cultural productions, which differs from the government-
sponsored cultural exchanges. Through an in-depth interview with a Chinese 
photographer-cum-filmmaker and detailed analysis of the works of two African 
painters, she demonstrates how the visual arts push back and against meta-
narratives generated by the West and by China that marginalize how broader 
geopolitical dynamics effect – or become internalized in – local aesthetics and 
everyday life.

Danson Sylvester Kahyana’s article shows that it is not only the visual art-
ists who have a role in interpreting and vernacularizing global geopolitical dy-
namics, but also writers, such as Taddeo Bwambale Nyondo who, as a result 
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of receiving a media scholarship, had the opportunity to travel to China. In 
China, Nyondo had no agency over his own itinerary: The 30 cities and towns 
he visited and the (few) people he interacted with were all pre-selected and 
pre-determined by the sponsor of his journey, thereby limiting his view of 
Chinese society. The journey resonates with DuBois’s made in the 1950s, when 
he was invited my Mao Zedong as a gesture of solidarity with Africa’s dias-
pora. The visit occasioned a guided tour, seemingly allowing DuBois to witness 
China’s economic transformation (Brown 2016). That DuBois subsequently 
wrote about China with much reverence reveals the positive impression he 
acquired from the guided tour.

Similar to DuBois, Nyondo wrote about his travel through China and main-
tained a highly positive perspective of the country’s economic development 
in such a way that, Kahyana points out, reflects the writer’s own national con-
sciousness, of Uganda as a place of deficit that could benefit from modeling 
after China. On the one hand, Kahyana’s analysis of Nyondo’s travel and trav-
elogue (and online interviews with him) reveals a continuation of over half a 
century’s diplomatic relations between China and Africa. On the other hand, 
Kahyana provides a view of South-South perspective that is asymmetrically 
created and replete with silences or gaps: The South that is Uganda and Africa, 
generally, are demarcated by Nyondo’s subaltern position in the guided tour 
and the South that is China is not really known in spite the South-South en-
gagements in place. That everything was paid for by his sponsor, undoubt-
edly defined what Nyondo would/could write about China. That is to say, in 
Kahyana’s view, the journey was already biased from the start to finish, begin-
ning and ending in Uganda.

Turning to South Africa, Natalia Molebatsi and T Tu Huynh’s article inter-
weaves local memory, oral stories, and history to challenge popular belief that 
the Black people had little to no interactions with the Chinese people, who 
have been in the country for at least three generations. The power of oral histo-
ries and memory strategies is that they “offer less mediated stories in ways that 
allow the teller of the story to speak in her own voice.” The article is organized 
around Natalia’s grandmother’s (re)memory and stories of her encounters and 
interactions with the Chinese people in Alexandra, a township in present-day 
Gauteng Province, when the apartheid system was introduced by the all-White 
government into the country’s legal framework and implemented in the 1950s 
to the early 1970s. During this period, people were forced to see the world 
through Black and White and live divided lives. As such, the stories recounted 
in the article not only give local texture to a group of people who came from 
afar (i.e., China) to make their own living in South Africa, but also reveal how 
Black and Chinese people did not all readily comply with legislations that 
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racially categorized and restricted where they could live and what they could 
do – at least in the early phase of apartheid.

The community Chinese butcher and the Chinese man who ran the fafi gam-
bling game, referred to as “mo-China” among the Black people who were the 
primary players, stand out for their important connections to Black women’s 
everyday struggles to reproduce their livelihoods under the apartheid system. 
They elucidate the relevance of having a holistic (intersectional) view of apart-
heid, whereby racism was not the only barrier in poor Black women’s lives but 
also patriarchy and class. According to the authors, though fafi was illegal, it 
supplemented Black women’s, including Natalia’s grandmother, exploitatively 
low income from their work as domestic servants in White households; and 
it was also income for the Chinese persons (usually men) who administered 
the game. Such stories, crossing and informing worlds, were prohibited and 
continue to be prohibited knowledge that requires new attention as we con-
sider possibilities for South-South engagements without a dominant Western 
intermediary.

Building on Norman Fairclough’s integrative approach to discourse analysis 
that engages with social theoretical issues and networking of social practices, 
Binjun Hu’s article explores how cultural practices travel and get translated 
in different locations. Through semi-structured, open-ended interviews with 
Chinese entrepreneurs in one of Johannesburg’s two Chinatowns, Hu investi-
gates how the cultural symbol of Zhaocaimao (Lucky Cat) has travelled from 
China to South Africa, and how it has been creatively appropriated by Chinese 
immigrants in this country in different spaces like art exhibitions, shops, and 
homes, to mention but a few. She shows that the symbol serves myriad purpos-
es, including linking the Chinese people of different eras and locations, for in-
stance, the Chinese of the folkloristic period who believed in a God of Wealth 
and the Chinese immigrants in South Africa.

That Zhaocaimao has been appropriated by different people, both in name 
and substance, but with some modifications, is evidence that it is a dynamic 
symbol that is capable of taking on a multiplicity of identities, including hyphen-
ated ones like Afro-Chinese or Sino-African, that the work of Pretoria-based 
artist Cobus Haupt makes possible. One of the implications of this, Hu shows, 
is that the meaning-making practices associated with Zhaocaimao have the 
power to distinguish between the South African-born Chinese and the new 
Chinese immigrants, since they relate to the symbol in different ways, owing to 
the different interpretive and relational energies they bring to it.

Ute Röschenthaler’s analysis of Chinese green tea in Mali reveals that it is 
more than a commodity that is traded between China and Mali. Embedded 
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within the commodity are also processes enabling cultural mobility and 
African agency that render the Global South a space that is engendered by 
Africans consuming, appropriating, and trading. Based on field research in 
Mali and other West African countries since 2005 and four trips to China since 
2014, Röschenthaler provides a history of green tea’s introduction to Mali (be-
ginning from the family tea gardens in China to the ports and through the 
Sahara before finally arriving in Mali) that also demonstrates how the com-
modity acquires its global characteristic. The arrival of Chinese green tea in 
Mali spurred the creation of new styles of teapots and variant tea-drinking 
practices that adopted Chinese and local (Malian) features.

According to Röschenthaler’s observations from fieldwork, there are simi-
larities and differences in its consumption between Malians and Chinese that 
can offer a way to think about how commodities generate new cultural practic-
es that are particular to the Global South. These practices, besides a particular 
taste of green tea, have continued to date, giving purpose to Malian tea traders 
to collaborate with Chinese partners in sourcing the commodity. Trade statis-
tics, Röschenthaler points out, obscure the prominent role of African traders 
in the export of green tea from China. The Malians who succeed as tea traders 
not only know the local tastes and, thus, the type of tea leaves to source, but are 
also parts of national and transnational networks and have access to capital 
that allow them to move containers of tea on a regular basis.

Foregrounding Global South-driven historiographies of the world, Kwesi 
Djapong Lwazi Sarkodee Prah’s article concludes the special issue. His 
paper explores the relationship between Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) of 
Tanzania and the Communist Party of China (CPC) over the years, both dur-
ing Tanzania’s fight against colonial occupation, and Mwalimu Julius Nyerere’s 
post-independence leadership of the country. Drawing from primary source 
materials such as interviews of key officials from the era, newspaper articles, 
journal articles, and secondary source material such as books from the period 
under analysis, Prah constructs a narrative that highlights the nature and char-
acter of the environment and the circumstances within which both Parties 
sought and commenced relations. He examines the role of socialist ideology 
in this relationship, and the changes and shifts that have happened to the re-
lationship at different times depending on particular political developments 
that shape both the substance and direction of the diplomatic relationships 
between the two countries.

Prah’s article reveals China’s sincerity towards the welfare of African coun-
tries as evidenced by the support the CPC rendered Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, 
as he spearheaded the liberation of those African countries like Mozambique 
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and South Africa that remained under colonial domination after many other 
countries had won their independence in the 1960s. This is the kind of infor-
mation that challenges the Eurocentric narrative that depicts China as an op-
portunistic, predatory dragon that is helping itself to African raw materials 
and markets, by showing that even before it rose to the political and economic 
prominence that it is enjoying today, it was already collaborating with African 
countries in the fight against European colonialism and capitalism-driven 
neo-colonialism.

To conclude, we hope that this special issue will contribute to ongoing de-
bate on China-Africa relations, particularly in showing how the two entities 
can build on past and current engagements to produce more productive and 
critical programs that mutually benefit both. Where the articles highlight blind 
spots in the relationship, the idea is to provoke readers and policy makers to 
imagine creative ways of responding to these for a stronger South-South col-
laboration. For example, by examining relations between the CPC and CCM, 
Prah’s article provides a grounded historical analysis that could serve as an 
important point of reference for government officials, academics, and civil 
servants seeking to understand the ideological and practical foundation of re-
lations between the two states. Similarly, Hu, Huynh, Molebatsi and Huynh, 
and Röschenthaler’s articles foreground the importance of analyzing dynamic 
sociocultural creations and synergies among grounded communities that re-
flect complex histories of engagement between mobile peoples of the South 
and are often undervalued in migration studies and policies. Kahyana’s article 
extends the last point by insisting that official travel by government executives 
to different parts of the world should be of pedagogical value to the taxpayers. 
The impact of Nyondo’s travelogue reveals that government officials need to 
reflect on what their visits to China mean to them and their departments, and 
what needs to be done to effect the recommendations they make beyond try-
ing to “cut-and-paste” from China’s book.
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